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Democratic governance in turbulent times

Veronica Junjan*

Department of Public Administration, University of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands

The article reflects upon the opportunities raised by current societal challenges for
public administration theory and practice. Two possible directions include making the
currently existing academic expertise available to the public and to the public
administration professionals, and reconceptualizing the meaningful involvement of
citizen in the policy process. The article pleads for a reassessment of the political and
administrative reform trajectories in transition countries. Recent reform experiences
took place in relatively turbulent political and economical environments can provide
insights towards building resilient governments serving resilient societies.
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Recent years have been characterised by increasing turbulence at the societal level. Stable and
functional democracies have been confronted with a steady increase of populist movements that
accuse the status quo of elitist disdain towards the problems of regular citizen. Countries in
transition towards democracy have seen democratic backlashes and reform reversals towards
authoritarianism. The distrust towards established institutional processes (in the case of demo-
cratic backlashes) and towards themore recently established procedures and checks and balances
(in the case of authoritarianism) is marked by demands for quick and swift action to improve the
current situation. Citizen protests have erupted everywhere: from France to Iran, and from
HongKong toChile, protesters demand that governments take direct and decisive action towards
solving their problems. Teenagers and youth have organised large-scale protests, questioning the
motivation and dedication of the current political and economic elite for sustainable climate
policies. They also ask for decisive action towards addressing climate change.

All these manifestations articulate dissatisfaction with the current situation, voice distrust
towards current policies, convey scepticismwith detailed and complex analyses of the problems,
and demand fast and straightforward action. That political-administrative interactions have
become increasingly intricate as part of governance processes of the last fifty years is no secret.
Extensive research has been conducted in the field of public administration in order to document
and to explain causal mechanismswithin the political-administrative interactions. Designing and
implementing solutions to societal problems is a core part of the public administration field and
a fundamental component of the activities conducted by public administration professionals.
How to deal with this increased mistrust radiating from the society?

The increased scepticism of the public towards detailed and complex analyses and hard
demands for straightforward action invite to introspection public administration scholars and
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practitioners alike. Given the complexity of the current societal problems, the question is how
to help decision makers analyse complex problems and develop solutions and how to make
them understandable to the public. Theoretical development, empirical and design-oriented
research are easily available in the form of academic expertise. Making research results
available on a large scale to the practitioners helps not only underline the value of the academia
to the society, but also focuses public administration research on the reason why the field has
been founded: to provide the expertise necessary for the democratic governance. Evidence-
based policy is developed to help address complicated societal problems, and in certain policy
areas it has showed its added value.

Making research results available on a large scale to practitioners can take different
forms, and involves a certain extent of adjustment to the current incentive systems in
academia. There are slow but arguably steady steps in that regard. Such steps include
formulation of specific policies in different countries (particularly in the EU) towards
supporting Open Access Publications, diversification of assessment criteria in academia
(not focused exclusively on academic publications), or research grants reserving dedicated
space for research valorisation and broad communication of research results. One additional
aspect is very relevant for academics working in countries with official languages other than
English: the need to consistently publish also in the national language, in order to make sure
that the community of public administration professionals has also access to research results
specific for their country context, and keep relevance with practitioners in their own country.

The other part of the story is how to make sure that the citizen are involved in
a meaningful way in policy processes: the complexity argument is often perceived as
obscuring and leads to increasing mistrust towards governmental actors. The expectation
is that by meaningful involvement all involved actors will benefit: citizens can develop
a clearer view of the problem, and policy makers can discover blind spots and make use of
a fresh view that can help solving societal problems. This presumes, however, the good-will
of all actors involved, a sincere motivation to cooperate in order to contribute to problem
solving, and the necessary skills required to organise and facilitate cooperation.
Organisational knowledge and technological developments are also available and can be
employed towards facilitating the process. But these three conditions represent also the
prerequisites for collective decision making. Functional collective decision-making is argu-
ably at the core of democratic governance.

How to reinterpret collective decision making for democratic governance, given the
fundamental turbulence of the current times? Re-assessing the experience of democratic
and administrative reforms of countries in transition can provide very useful theoretical
insights for the mainstream public administration literature. Many countries which
reformed their public sectors in the last fifty years have done that in relatively unstable
economic environments, characterised by domestic political turbulence, and rapid tech-
nological developments. Still, they managed to develop institutional solutions that
worked for their specific contexts (admittedly for longer or shorter periods of times),
and, at times, to create pockets of excellence. The trajectories taken by these countries in
their process of developing democratic governance in a turbulent environment may be
helpful in reflecting upon the new forms of collective decision making and in formulat-
ing steps towards building resilient governments serving resilient societies.
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